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High School Musical: The Musical:The Series - Right Place

                            tom:
                F
Intro: C  Bbm  Bb  F

[Primeira Parte]

C
Fires always love to start around me
Bb
Thought that you?d be better off without me
Bb                                  F
Walkin? away was all that I could do
C
Swear I only had the best intentions
Bb  Gm                          Bb
No idea that you would feel abandoned
Bb                                    F
You know that I?d never do that to you

[Pré-Refrão]

C
I just wanna go back
G               E   C
Everything that we had

[Refrão]

                Gm                          Bb
I?m nobody?s perfect, I know I made some mistakes
Bb                                   C       F
And maybe in your eyes, I can?t do nothin? right
                                      C
But my heart is in the right, right place
                   Gm         G         C     Bb
I hate that I hurt you, I wish I knew what to say
Bb                                   F
All I can do is try, and hope you realize
                                       C
That my heart is in the right, right place

[Segunda Parte]

 C
I?ve had about a million chances
Bb
Blame myself for everything that happened
Bb                                       F
I?d like to think I?m just misunderstood, mm (Ooh)
        C
I felt so out of place (So out of place), alienated

 Bb
And you can?t escape (You can?t escape) the trouble i?m makin?
                                      F
If I could take it back, you know I would

[Pré-Refrão]

            G     C
I miss the you in me
                C
That we used to be (Oh)

[Refrão]

                Gm                                    Bb
I?m nobody?s perfect (Perfect), i know i made some mistakes
Bb                                   C       F
And maybe in your eyes, I can?t do nothin? right
                                      C
But my heart is in the right, right place
                   Gm                    G         C      Bb
I hate that I hurt you (Hurt you), i wish i knew what to say
Bb                        C          F
All I can do is try, and hope you realize
                                       C
That my heart is in the right, right place

[Ponte]
C              Gm    Bb
I, I wanna let you know (Let you know)
         Bb
Let you know (Let you know)
Bb
If you didn?t know, you didn?t know (You didn?t know)
C                    F
My heart is in the right, right, right place
C                      Gm
And I, I, I wanna let you know, let you know
              Bb
If it didn?t show, it didn?t show (It didn?t show)
C                    F                      C
My heart is in the right, right, right place

C               Gm                         Bb
I?m nobody?s perfect, I know I made some mistakes
Bb                                   F
Give it a little time, and you?ll realize
                                C
That my heart is in the right place

Acordes


